Sludge drying process
Economical, compact, and safe
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Indirect heating
to treat sludge waste streams

Economical,
compact, and safe
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Sludge drying process

Environmentally friendly

Flexible for
different sludges
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Process solutions
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Vapor treatment
All the evaporated water is fed to a wet

Benefits
High evaporation rates
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Class A end product
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Flexible for different sludges
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ANDRITZ Gouda
ANDRITZ Gouda has been implementing
complete process solutions for the environmental, chemical, and food industries
for over 100 years. As a machine manufacturer as well as process solutions expert,
ANDRITZ Gouda is able to handle all of the
stages involved in designing and building
plants, including engineering, service, installation, and commissioning.
ANDRITZ Gouda, as part of the international ANDRITZ GROUP, has several pilot
plants available to test new materials, generate design data, and provide representative product samples. The proven calculation model for scaling up to industrial size
ensures successful application in full-scale
processing.
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